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Richard Long (born Bristol, 1945) is one of the UK’s 
most significant artists. He has been at the forefront of 
British art for over forty years, pioneering new ideas 
and approaches through his exploration of landscape as 
both the subject of his work and the material it is made 
from.

The exhibition is on display in Gallery 7, 8 and 10 at 
the Hepworth Wakefield from 23 June until 14 October. 
Most of the works are on loan from the ARTIST 
ROOMS collection, which is jointly owned by Tate and 
National Galleries of Scotland, with additional new 
works chosen by Richard Long. There will also be two 
new pieces of work commissioned especially for the 
Hepworth Wakefield exhibition, inspired by the Gallery’s 
position on the banks of the River Calder. 

Themes

The central theme in Richard Long’s work is the act 
of going for a walk. He invents walks that express a 
particular idea, such as walking in a straight line for 
a fixed distance, or walking between the sources of 
rivers, or measuring a walk by tides or dropping a stone 
into each river crossed along a coast to coast walk. 
They provide a simple way for the artist to explore 
relationships between time, distance, geography and 
measurement. The art he produces reveals his personal 
experience of the landscape and his great respect for 
nature, each work being ‘a portrait of the artist touching 
the earth’. He never makes significant changes to the 
landscape he passes through. Instead he marks the 
ground or adjusts the natural features of a place by 
up-ending stones for example, or making simple tracks. 
The meaning of his work lies more in the fact you can 
see the result of his actions rather than being shown a 
particular landscape.

While many of his works connect with Bristol and the 
South West, where the artist grew up and still lives, 
Long’s walks also take him through remote areas of 
Britain and as far afield as Nepal, Africa, Iceland, 
Mexico, Mongolia and Bolivia. The riverside setting 
of The Hepworth Wakefield seems fitting for this 
exhibition, and it also fits with the Gallery’s continuing 
interest in art and landscape, major themes in the work 
of Barbara Hepworth and Henry Moore.

Process and materials

The exhibition shows the different ways Richard Long 
describes and records the walks he takes; photographs 
of natural sculptures he has created in the landscape, 
books and maps he has added to, a line of text on the 
Gallery wall which describes a walk, and sculptures 
made from raw materials collected from the landscape 
and carefully arranged on the Gallery floor. Richard 
Long says ‘A sculpture feeds the senses at a place, 
whereas a photograph or text work (from another place) 
feeds the imagination. For me, these different forms 
of my work represent freedom and richness – it’s not 
possible to say “everything” in one way.’

The two new works are temporary and ‘site-specific’, 
made for the spaces they are shown in and only lasting 
as long as the exhibition. The wall painting is Gallery 10 
is made from china clay from Cornwall which Richard 
Long has painted using his hands directly onto the 
Gallery wall. Outside, between the Gallery and the old 
Mill buildings is a meandering strip of grass forming a 
new natural landscape within the urban surroundings of 
The Hepworth Wakefield’s grounds.
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Richard Long started making sculptures in the landscape 
in the mid-1960s. For A Line Made by Walking, 1967 
and England, 1968 in Gallery 8, he used photography to 
record the short-lived traces of actions such repeatedly 
walking a line in a field of grass. He also created map 
works where he recorded very simple but precise walks 
on Exmoor and Dartmoor with the intention, ‘to make a 
new way of walking: walking as art.’ 

In later sculptures Willow Sticks, 1980, Cornish Slate 
Ellipse, 2009 and Blaenau Ffestiniog Circle, 2010 shown 
in Galleries 7 and 10, Richard Long uses the formal 
structure of basic shapes; circles, ovals and oblongs. 
Some of his sculptures suggest ancient stone circles 
and other mysterious monuments. By bringing together 
the unevenly shaped raw materials in the geometric 
structure, his works illustrate the relationship between 
man and nature. In Gallery 8 you can see photographs 
of similar sculpture in the landscape. Richard Long 
doesn’t record where the sculptures are so you can’t go 
and visit them. They only exist as artworks in the gallery 
or in the photographs.

Richard Long has work in many important public 
and private collections worldwide, including Tate, the 
Museum of Modern Art, New York, the National 
Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, and Musee d’Art Moderne 
de la Ville de Paris. A major exhibition of his life’s work, 
Heaven and Earth, was shown at Tate Britain in 2009. 

ARTIST ROOMS is a collection of 725 works by 25 
eminent artists. It was established by art dealer and 
former gallery owner Anthony d’Offay who sold the 
collection to Tate and National Galleries of Scotland in 
2008 for a fraction of its value. D’Offay’s vision for this 
extraordinary collection is that individual rooms devoted 
to particular artists should be shared nationwide with a 
special emphasis on inspiring young people. 

Related artists

JMW Turner (1775 – 1851), Ian Hamilton Finlay (1925 
– 2006), Robert Smithson (1938 – 1973), Carl Andre 
(b. 1935), Giuseppe Penone (b. 1947), Simon Starling 
(b.1967), Layla Curtis (b.1975)

Discussion and activity ideas

• Describe what you think the places are like where 
sculptures in the Galleries come from.

• If you were going for a walk, how could you record 
what you see, hear, smell etc?

• Walk around the galleries and collect words to 
describe what you see. Put them together to create a 
‘textwork’ that could be displayed on the Gallery wall for 
others to share your experience.

• What do you think is most important, understanding 
the process an artist uses to make their work, the idea 
behind it or how it looks to you?

• Would you rather see Richard Long’s work in the 
Gallery or in the landscape? Why do you think he 
doesn’t tell people where they are so that they only exist 
in photographs and you can’t visit them?

• How is Richard Long’s way of using landscape in his 
work different to Barbara Hepworth’s? Are there any 
similarities?
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